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Abstract: The European Union is an intelligentsia that dreamed of a new Europe. The EU used technical and administrative skills to build the foundation of a new Europe. The purpose of this article is to examine the challenges and opportunities of the European Integration after the COVID 19 development. The researcher employed document analysis, Books, reports, brushers, leaflets, journals and articles as a source of secondary data. The data was analyzed by using thematic analysis for the qualitative data. The findings of the study showed that New European Union strategy and principles should be timely and relevant that should be stated in various European Union documents on any possible pandemic eruption. The nuisance prevention management and resolution should be translated into a set of operational and implementation guidelines. The European Union should use its position as a major international player and historic partner to persuade international organizations to respond to any possible pandemic accordingly. Based on the findings of the study, the researchers recommended that the European Union development framework should no longer focus merely on short term macro-economic issues instead the EU should also embrace social health and structural issues in a long term vision for the European Union Community. The EU and health professionals seek to answer pandemic challenges and promote the creation of a consistent, fair and professionally controlled health policy for the EU. The European Union should also use its position as a major international player to persuade international organizations, and its counterparts of the African Union to respond to pandemic defy accurately as well.
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1. Introduction

Europe has been one of the world’s most indispensable economic, political and cultural centers. The European Union is the most remarkable political and economic integration of an intelligentsia that dreamed of a new spectacular Europe. The integration course of action began in part as an effort by the prominent European political leaders to overcome the national rivalries that had led to two world wars in the first half of the twentieth century. However, other social theorists argue that the EU emerged during the Cold War period to counter balance American dominance in the global arena. That’s why member states leave behind and shed some sovereign political and economic issues for genuine integration. In fact, after a successive political instability and dreadful world wars the European integration project was most likely to emerge. The contemporary political developments have been leaning towards to integration. “In a world dominated by the international systems of the two nuclear super powers, many countries willingly accepted constraints on their national sovereignty” [2].

This grand and inspirational union started with the initiative of the two remarkable German and French foreign ministers [1] The fundamental beliefs of the Schuman Plan [15], which created rules for a common Steel, Iron and Coal market, was to withdraw French and German basic industries from national authority in order to make another war impractical with the possibilities of other European states would join them. Thus, in this regard, the underlying philosophy of the plan was to pull out French and German basic industries which served to resolve competition between France and Germany place their coal and steel industries under joint management, [1] Robert Schuman (1886-1963) best known for proposing that he was ideally suited to the
The argument here is there must be what the researcher called the NEPHS (New European Partnership for Health Strategies for member states) that shall be aimed to restrain any possible pandemic outbreak in the Union. Thus, the NEPHS must be a central and systematized health principle for the partnership strategies directed by health professionals for the European Union. “The EC regime has become institutionalized over the decades, and although the national interests of the EC’s member states are far from harmonious, the EC has provided the institutional framework which as reduced uncertainty, facilitated communication and information, and has overcome the obstacles to collective action” [1].

In fact, the current movement of the European network for the promotion of health enhancing activity and the European Forum of National Nursing and Midwifery Associations is quite encouraging. However, still the European Health systems and policies should be improved and changed. In
recent years, World Health Organization’s involvement in partnerships and similar collaborative arrangements for health has grown considerably. “The institutional arrangements for the growing number of partnerships have become increasingly complex” [11].

2.1.2. The European Union Health Policy Mechanisms

It is pressing urgent and imperative the Europe Union can mobilize its intellectual resources and health professionals as well. It is remarkable that previously the European Union applies various economic and political partnership agreements consistently to promote human rights, democracy and good governance in and outside the union. However, the EU particularly drives towards further consolidation of its international dimension for prestige. Otherwise this is well attested by milczarek, “by the necessity to protect its various interests of political, economic, military or social and cultural nature and to satisfy its ambitions and the need of prestige” [5]. If the EU in co-operation with international health organizations mobilized the European health professionals, and intellectual resources to curtail any pandemic like the COVID-19 crisis, it will steadily resolve the present and future pandemic difficulties the EU is facing which in turn improve the global health strength of the world.

2.2. The European Union Reaction to COVID-19

It is stirring and heartening that all through these times of crisis, the EU and its member states are working together and helping each other [6]. The EU and its member states are working together to reinforce national healthcare systems and contain the spread of the virus. The EU and its member states are taking action to alleviate the economic and social impact of COVID-19.

[6] The EU has already mobilized resources to support the emergency response to the virus: ensuring supply of protective equipment, boosting research and supporting our global partners in need [19].

The EU’s response to COVID-19 centered on four priorities, i.e. limiting the spread of the virus, ensuring the provision of medical equipment, promoting research for treatments and vaccines, supporting jobs, businesses and the economy [7]. These priorities were agreed on by EU leaders who regularly meet by video conference to discuss and assess the EU’s response to the pandemic outbreak. “On 23 April 2020, EU leaders endorsed a €540 billion package of three safety nets for workers, businesses and member states and the EU has committed to a global response package of €20 billion to support partner countries' efforts in fighting the pandemic as well” [7].


2.3. The Solidarity Measures of the European Union

In addition to an agreement of a work towards establishing a recovery fund co-operation to challenge the pandemic is critical. It is obvious that this pandemic is a global challenge and requires a shared and united global response [8] as the President of the European Council express it.


The EU engaged critically with the challenges that the pandemic brought forward. It has announced solidarity measures for the countries most affected by the crisis with the transfer of medical equipment and teams being at the spearhead of this effort. It has also announced a financial aid package to support partner countries with more than 20 billion Euros [9] Had the European Union maintained splendid health policy mechanisms to deal with pandemic related challenges, it would have been easy to deal with the problem and save the worst-hit countries in the Union since the first confirmed cases in Europe in the month January 2020.

[9] Being a values-based organisation, it has also taken special care to protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law during this period. In that respect its cooperation with the Council of Europe is of particular importance [18].

3. Result

It is breathtaking that the EU officials were quick to underline the challenges that this situation posed with regard to the pandemic. The officials have raised issues relating to the exacerbation of domestic violence the further social distancing of people. It is, indeed, crucial that the Secretary General of the Council of Europe has issue for governments across Europe on respecting human rights, democracy and the rule of law during the COVID-19 crisis. It is quite motivating that the EU is taking active measures to care for the employers and employees and to maintain their social and economic rights [10]. “Globally, as of 12:35pm CEST, 9 June 2020, there have been 7,039,918 confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 404,396 deaths” (16).

Table 1. The latest development of the COVID-19 Case comparison. (Source: World Health Organization; Data last updated: 2020/6/9, 12:35pm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>WHO Regions</th>
<th>Confirmed Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>3,366,251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>2,303,361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Eastern Mediterranean</td>
<td>658,614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>South-East Asia</td>
<td>378,118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>192,335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

The EU has called upon member states to make certain that susceptible people received the essential support during the pandemic as well.

[10] The effort includes the new financial instrument SURE proposed by the Commission with the aim of protecting jobs and workers affected by the corona virus pandemic [19].

It seems that European Union and the United States of America must stand united to restrain the pandemic more than ever. The United States Shared values and interlocking culture with Europe through the Anglo-Saxon tradition. The real [11] bond between the United States and Europe is the values shared such as democracy, individual freedom, human rights and the rule of law and these values crossed the Atlantic with those who sailed from Europe to help create the United States of America.


5. Conclusion

It is appropriate to presume that mankind will learn from its mistakes and that nations and governments will grow wiser and more pacific as centuries go by, along similar lines as technology and the sciences have developed over the ages. Currently, the EU is in need of an organized pandemic defence shield strategies. The EU should get on with a special concern to contain this novel pandemic crisis and embarked in to new development co-operation strategies by instigating its member states to fight against COVID-19 and other related pandemic problems. On one hand this string cooperative effort would lead to the new solution for the European security and pandemic zig-zag development. On the other hand the new cooperative strategies, as an opportunity, will improve European Union’s ability to offer the necessary answers to the challenges of other similar global pandemic and related global challenges. The European Union development frame work should not merely focus merely on short term macro-economic issues. The EU should also embrace health, social, and structural issues in a long term vision for the European society. In addition to the issue of human rights, the EU development objective should make certain that a range of policies, including trade and development and the aid given to the least developed countries contribute effectively to the elimination of pandemics and poverty as well. An innovative European Union Health strategy and principles should be assured in various European Union member states binding documents.

For any possible pandemic eruptions, prevention mobilizing health professionals and available resources on the ground, the European Union should provide proper response to the current pandemic challenges. Furthermore, the EU should use its position as a major international player to persuade international organizations, and developing countries to respond to pandemic swiftly.
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